
        
 

BERWICK CURLING 
CLUB TIE BREAKERS 

 
Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday & Mixed Doubles Session Winners: 
 
The top team from Tuesday night, Thursday night, Mixed Double and the top team from each Division 
on Wednesday night, after the conclusion of each session schedule, will receive two bar tickets per 
team member (total of 8 tickets for Tue, Wed & Thu and total of 4 tickets for Mixed Doubles) as a 
small prize for finishing first. 
 
In the event that teams tie in points for top spot, the tie will be broken in the following manner: 

 First tie breaker would be total number of wins…the team with the most wins finishes first. 

 Second tie breaker would be head to head record between the teams that are tied. 

 Third tie breaker would be least number of losses…team with the least losses finishes first. 

 If after the third tie-breaker, two teams are still tied, then the bar tickets will be split between 

the two teams. (Tue, Wed & Thu – 4 tickets per team, Mixed Doubles – 2 tickets per team) 

 If there are still more than two teams tied, two teams will be drawn out of the hat and they will 

split the drink tickets. 

 
Wednesday Night Relegation/Promotion: 
 
At the end of each session schedule, the bottom 2 teams in Division A are relegated to Division B, 
and the top 2 teams in Division B are promoted to Division A, for the next session schedule. 
If there is a tie between 2 or more teams that could be involved in moving, ties to be broken in the 
following manner: 

 First tie breaker is total number of wins…team with more wins finishes ahead. 

 Second tie-breaker is head to head record between the teams that are tied. 

 Third tie-breaker is total number of losses…team with fewest losses finishes ahead. 

 Fourth tie-breaker is a coin flip (when two teams are involved) or a draw from a hat (when 

more than two teams are involved). The teams drawn out of the hat would be the teams 

relegated and/or promoted. 

The same number of teams must be relegated and promoted each session schedule to maintain 
balance. 
 
 


